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This term you will explore the following Key 
Terms:
• Cubism
• Still Life
• Composition
• Distortion
• Symbolism
• Complementary colour theory
• Narrative and satire in Art
• Collaborative Art

Artist Research: Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)

In Art you will be assessed on 4 main areas, each worth 25%.
AO1 – Artist Research AO2 - Experiment AO3 - Record AO4 - Present

To express my opinion about an artists
work and use their work to inspire my 

own. To write about my ideas.

To use basic materials and to refine/ make 
improvements to my work.

To draw from observation, use tone, detail 
and plan my ideas.

To develop my ideas into a piece of work, 
bringing together all of my ideas.

Pablo Picasso was the most dominant and influential artist of the early 
20th century. Pioneering the art movement Cubism, alongside Georges 
Braque, he also invented the technique of collage, and made major 
contributions to the movements Symbolism and Surrealism.

Picasso challenged the notion of art presenting a true reality, and often 
distorted his artworks in bizarre ways. He also used symbolism to express 
his thoughts on objects, people and events. Picasso became focused on 
collage, using his art to show how the world can be viewed as an 
arrangement of signs and symbols. He often used objects and animals as 
metaphors for bigger ideas, and often presents himself as a bull.

Art Process

Blending Techniques

Complementary Colour Theory

To show different viewpoints you can:
• Layer multiple images
• Repeat images
• Collaborate on one piece
• Distort (or twist) the image

Collage means when you arrange 
smaller pieces together to create one 
artwork (usually by cutting and 
sticking). The way you arrange your 
composition can show different 
meanings e.g. a busy, layered 
composition could represent chaos, or 
anger.

Showing Multiple Viewpoints

To create smooth transitions between 
colours and tones you should:
• Keep your equipment clean.
• Apply the material gradually and 

carefully.
• Layer enough of the material to 

ensure there are no gaps.
• Always use light colours first, then 

darker tones.…the 3 Rs: Respect your book, respect your room and respect each other. 

And always remember… 

Composition

Complementary 
colours are pairs of 
colours that are 
opposite each other on 
the colour wheel. The 
pair always includes 
one hot colour and 
one cold colour. They 
are used by artists to 
create a bold contrast.

Composition means a layout (or 
how you arrange your work). You 
can change the composition to 
symbolise different meanings, or 
to help the viewer focus on what 
is important. The way you 
arrange your work can also help 
to create a narrative (tell a story).

Calm

Chaotic
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DEFINITIONS: THE 8 FORMAL ELEMENTS OF ART
•Line – a mark or stroke made with a material.
•Tone – the application of light, medium and dark colours (often to create a 3D or realistic effect).
•Colour – the use of effect of pigment in a picture.
•Shape – a flat outline without tone (appears to be 2D).
•Form – a 3D object (or an image which appears to be 3D).
•Texture – the qualities of a surface and how it feels e.g. rough. smooth, etc.
•Pattern – a decorative design, often showing a repeated image or shape.
•Composition - the layout, or arrangement of details in an image.

DEFINITIONS: KEY TERMS FOR THIS UNIT
•Distortion - the appearance of an image being twisted, bent, crooked or exaggerated.
•Manipulate – to handle, change, or make adjustments to something.
•Cubism – an art movement developed in the early 20th century.
•Art movement – a style in art that is particular to a time and place.
•Still Life – inanimate objects represented in art.
•Symbolism - representing deeper meanings using images or objects.
•Complementary colour theory - pairs of colours opposite each other on the colour wheel, used for 
contrast e.g. blue and orange. The pairs always include one warm colour and one cool colour.
•Narrative – a sequence or story.
•Satire – to expose or ridicule someone or something using humour and sarcasm.
•Collaborative Art – art made together by two or more people.
•Collage – using different images or pieces and putting them together in a composition (usually made 
by cutting and sticking).
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Research: Ergonomic Products  

In 3D Design you will be assessed on 4 main areas, each worth 25%
Research Design Develop

• To find ergonomic products around your 
home

• To draw an ergonomic product

• To create a 3D design which responds to 
the brief given. 

• To develop the surface design of the game controller

Products are ergonomically designed when 
they are safe, comfortable and easy to use.

See how many ergonomic products you can 
find around you home and list them.

Choose an ergonomic 
product from your 
home to draw. Try and 
make your drawing 
look 3D, shading is a 
great way of doing 
this.

The R
ules

3D sketching practice

All diagonal 
lines must go 
in the same 

direction 

The depth lines at the back must 
be parallel the shape of the 

game controller

Use the tips above to make the controllers 
look 3D

Biomimicry is the 
science of applying nature-
inspired designs in human 
engineering and invention 
to solve human problems.

Biomimicry

the controllers the controllers 

Task: 
Use either the lizard or the blue 

parrot to give the game 
controller a biomimicry 

makeover.
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Textiles Carousel
Confectionery 

To create your applique or collage you will need to 
trace each section on either tracing paper or fusible 
backing. Pin or iron the backing onto your chosen 
fabrics and cut out the shapes. Use embroidery 
techniques to add detail.Keywords Definition

Applique A piece of fabric that is 
sewn or ironed on to 
another piece of fabric.

Reverse 
Applique

Two pieces of fabric with 
the top fabric having a 
shape cut into it showing 
the second piece of 
fabric.

Motif A decorative image or 
design, especially a 
repeated one forming a 
pattern.

Fabric Is a cloth that is 
constructed by man-made 
or natural fibres. Fabrics 
can be printed with a 
design when purchased.

Embroidery Decorative stitching that is 
used to create a design or 
picture produced either by 
hand or machine.

Thread Thin strands of fabric wound 
tightly together. Used with a 
needle to hold two pieces of 
fabric together permanently.

Basic Embroidery Stitches

Cross Stitch

Running Stitch

French Knot

Whipped Running Stitch

Priscilla Jones
Textile Artist

Illustration of design using 
ink, pencil colours, pen 
and print

Repeat Pattern

Stages
1. Designing
2. Planning
3. Construction
4. Decorative finishes
5. Evaluating
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Computer Science
Keywords

RAM Random Access Memory is volatile and stores the data which is being used while the device is on.

ROM Read Only Memory is non-volatile. It stores the information needed for a device to turn on (boot up).

Volatile/Non-Volatile Volatile means that data can be lost. Volatile means it can not. 

Solid State Solid state drives are expensive and have no moving parts. Flash memory is an example.

Magnetic Magnetic drives use magnets to store data. They are cheaper but not as reliable. A HDD is an example.

Optical Optical storage uses lasers. They are the cheapest and most cost efficient but can be damaged easily.

CPU Central Processing Units are the main component of the Fetch, Decode, Execute cycle.

Firewall A firewall contains a database which helps to stop viruses and harmful files entering your computer. 

Encryption Encryption is a way of scrambling up data. This is done to make it more secure.

Authentication Authentication is a form of checking you are who you say you are. This is done through passwords normally.

MAC Address Filtering MAC addresses are unique to a device. When filtering, a device has a list of MAC addresses which can use it.

Cipher A cipher is a set of rules on how to encrypt or decrypt data.

Variable A variable has a name, value and a data type. A variables value can change in a program.

Algorithm A series of steps which must be completed in order to perform a task or meet a goal.

Pass When a bubble sort goes from right to left. Multiple passes are often needed to sort data.

Compression Compression is changing a file in order to make the size smaller. 

Lossy Lossy compression is where data is lost in the compression process. This often means the file is poorer quality.

Lossless Lossless compression is where data is not lost on the compression process. This often involves an algorithm.

Boolean A data type which value can only be true or false: T/F or True / False.

String A data type which value can only be more than one character, symbol or number. E.g. M22 9RH.

Integer A data type which value can only be a whole number. E.g. 121

Real/Float A data type which value can only be a decimal number. E.g. 121.05

Character A data type which value can only be a single character. E.g. ‘K’

Iteration A loop. There are two types. Condition controlled (while) and count controlled (for).

Selection An if or elif statement. They contain condition(s) and outcomes. 

RLE
Bit Level kkkkklllliiiiioo = (5,k)(4,l)(5,i)(2,o)

Byte Level = (6,1)(10,0)(16,1)

Encryption

FetchFetch –– Decode  Decode  -- Execute Cycle

Fetch: The CPU fetches 
instructions from the RAM

Decode: The CPU decodes 
the instructions

Execute: The CPU processes 
the data
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Drama - Practitioner in Performance 

Key techniques:
Magic If- Asking yourself “what would I do if I

was in this situation?” 
Given Circumstances- The information we know 

about a character from reading the play

Objectives-The goal that a character wants to 
achieve in each scene. 

Superobjective- If the objective is a character’s 
goal in one scene, what do you think their 

superobjective would be?

NATURALISM
Making theatre onstage look as true as 
possible, having believable characters, 

a clear storyline as well as using set and 
props that look realistic.  

NON-NATURALISM
Deliberately making the performance 

more stylised and less realistic. Set and 
props usually represent other things 
and there is not always a strict plot. and there is not always a strict plot. and there is not always a strict plot. 

The key naturalistic practitioner 
is:

Konstantin Stanislavski  Key techniques include:
Breaking the 4th Wall- interacting directly 

with the audience. 

Placards- using large signs to give the 
audience information or instructions. 

Narration- having a character describe the 
action onstage. 

Use of songs- using upbeat music to make 
fun of a serious social issue. 

Multi Role- playing more than one character 
within a performance

The key non-naturalistic 
practitioner is:
Bertolt Brecht 
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Cleaning Cross contamination Cooking Chilling 

Food group Nutrient Function in body
Fruit/Vegetables Vitamins Fight disease
Potatoes, bread… Carbohydrate Energy 
Beans, pulses,
fish…

Protein Muscle growth/repair

Dairy… Calcium Bone/teeth growth
Oils and Spreads Fat Insulation of body 

FOOD 
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Geography 
YEAR  8 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER – SPRING TERM 1 2020

Key Terms Meaning

UK climate The UK has a temperate climate. In general, this 
means that Britain gets cool, wet winters and 
warm, wet summers. It rarely features the 
extremes of heat or cold, drought or wind that 
are common in other climates. The weather 
conditions are also very changeable

Deforestation The removal and cutting down of large areas of 
trees. 

Key concepts:
Location of key UK ecosystems.
Ecosystem – a community of living organisms (plants and 
animals) interacting with their environment. 
Biome – a large scale ecosystem.

Key Terms Meaning

Forest Deciduous trees typically have fertile soils. Leaves 
decompose adding nutrients to the deep, brown 
soil. Smaller plants such as bluebells, moss and 
lichens thrive in the nutrient-rich soil.

Coniferous forests are also common in the UK. 
Trees such as Scots Pine are evergreen and have 
needles instead of leaves. The majority of 
coniferous woodlands in the UK are commercial 
forests where trees are grown for timber.

Moorland Moorlands are open landscapes with few trees and 
poor soils. High rainfall and acidic soils have a 
significant impact on the type of vegetation that 
grows in these areas. Heather, gorse and grasses 
thrive under these conditions.

Bogs can form on waterlogged, flat ground. 
Vegetation slowly decomposes, forming a layer of 
peat, a significant store of water and carbon.

Pond A pond ecosystem refers to the freshwater 
ecosystem where there are communities of 
organism dependent on each other with the 
prevailing water environment for their nutrients 
and survival.
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Key terms
Meaning
Slavery
The practice of owning other people. The owned people are called 
slaves and are required by law to work or do anything the owner asks 
them to do.
Prejudice
An unfair and unreasonable opinion or feeling, especially when formed
without enough thought or knowledge.
Civilisation
The society, culture, and way of life of a particular area.
Cultural
The pattern of behaviour shared by a society, or group of people. Many 
different things make up a society's culture. These things include food, 
language, clothing, tools, music, arts, customs, beliefs, and
Religion.
Transatlantic 
Crossing or extending across the Atlantic Ocean.

Key terms
Meaning
Middle Passage
The crossing from Africa to the Americas, which the ships made 
carrying their 'cargo' of slaves. It was so-called because it was the 
middle section of the trade route taken by many of the ships.
Dysentery
Illness or sickness characterised by specific signs or symptoms.
Auction
An infectious disease spread through poor hygiene , causing severe 
diarrhoea containing blood or mucus and often death.
Ownership
The fact that you own something.
Plantation
Large farms that produced crops such as coffee, sugar, tobacco and 
are usually worked by slaves.
Underground Railroad 

A network of secret routes and safe houses used by slaves to 
escape into the free states and Canada.
Abolition
To put an end to something.
Campaigners 
a person who works in an organized and active way towards a goal.

Skills concept Key words:
Cause- The reason why something happens.
Reason- A cause, explanation, or justification for an action or event.
Interpretation- A historical opinion of a person or event.
Inference- An educated guess based on evidence.
Significance- How important an event/ someone is.
Misconception- A view that is incorrect because of faulty understanding.

Key people
Harriet Tubman
An American abolitionist and political 
activist. Born into slavery, Tubman 
escaped and subsequently made some 
13 missions to rescue slaves.
Olaudah Equiano 
A former slave who documented his 
experiences through slavery and 
influenced public opinion.
William Wilberforce
British politician and leader of the 
movement to end slavery.

SAAM:
Say Reason
Add knowledge
Add knowledge
Magic sentence

Source Routine:
What does the source suggest?
How do you know?
What do you know?

Knowledge concept Key words:
Colonisation- The act of sending people to live and govern in another land or country.
Rights-Freedoms we have that are protected by our laws
Discrimination-The unfair treatment of one particular person or group of people. 
Usually the different treatment is because of the person's sex, religion, nationality, 
ethnicity and race.

Discovery of the New World 1492.
In an attempt to find the a sea passage
to East Asia and India, European explorer
Christopher Columbus discovers the New
World, a gigantic land mass that includes
North and South America, as well as the
Caribean.

English colonisation of America 1607.
England begins to lay down colonies
across the new world, the first being
Virginia and Massachusetts. Plantations
are established and slaves are

First slaves arrive in North America 1619
First documented slaves to arrive from
Africa in Jamestown Virginia. After this, an
estimated 2 million African slaves are
brought to North American colonies to
work on plantations.

Slave Trade Act 1807
Britain creates a law that stops her
colonies buying and selling slaves in
any of her territories. However, this
did not end the practice of slavery and
all current slaves continued to be so.

Slavery Abolition
Act 1833
Britain makes it
illegal for slaves to
be owned in any of
her colonies.
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iMedia
Keywords

Extremism The holding of extreme political or religious views

Propaganda Information, especially of a biased or misleading nature, used to promote a political cause or point of view.

Sexting Sending pictures, video, audio or texts which are of a sexual nature.

Grooming The action by a paedophile of preparing a child for a meeting with the intention of committing a sexual offence.

Sexual Predator Someone who hunts down victims with the intent of having sex with them. Done through digital devices.

Client Someone who uses the services of products from a company.

Audience Who something is intended for.

Composition The layout. We use this word to discuss the layout of a digital graphic. 

Graphic A digital image.

Symbolism When something represents another thing. For example, red represents anger. 

Serif Text which is not curved at the ends and is the same thickness throughout.

Sans-Serif Text which is not the same thickness throughout and has decorative flicks at the end of the letters.

Node An idea or concept stemming off the main title in a mind map. 

Sub-Node An idea or concept stemming off a node a mind map. 

Mood board An arrangement of images, materials, pieces of text, etc. intended to evoke or project a particular style or concept.

Annotation A note by way of explanation or comment added to a text or diagram.

Dimensions The measurement of height and width, normally in pixels. When multiplied together it gives a resolution.

DPI Dots per Inch: is a measurement of how many pixels fit into an inch, the higher the number the clearer the image.

Reliability Whether something is trustworthy. We normally look for the date, time and author of a website to help us decide.

Bias Inclination for or against one view, especially in a way considered to be unfair.

Copyright A legal right, given to an author  of digital content for a fixed number of years, to print, publish, perform, film, or 
record literary, artistic, or musical material. If this is not respected it is breaking the law.

Client Requirement A list of wants or needs given by a client during a project. 

Evidence When evaluating your work you must give evidence to back up what you are saying.

Justification Justification requires evidence when evaluating. It is describing why something is the case.

A

B

C

D

A. Width – this is how wide you want 
the document

B. Height – how tall you want the 
document

C. Resolution – this can only be 
changed when the width and height 
are measured in CM or INCHES. It 
means how many pixels will be 
placed within a square inch. The 
higher the number the clearer the 
image.

D. Canvas Colour – this lets you choose 
what colour you want your canvas 
(background) to be. You always 
should select transparent

Drawing Shapes

Drawing Text

Fill (Inside Colour)

Outline (Outside Colour)
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Food and Drink          
Food 

面包 Miànbāo  bread 

面条 miàntiáo  noodles 

面 miàn  surface 

米饭 mǐfàn  rice 

炒饭 chǎofàn  Fried rice 

饭 fàn  rice 

炒面 chǎomiàn  Fried noodles 

炒 chǎo  fry 

饺子 jiǎozi  Dumplings 

包子 bāozi  bun 

牛肉 niúròu  beef 

羊肉 yángròu  Lamb 

猪肉 zhūròu  pork 

肉 ròu  meat 

鸡肉 jīròu  chicken 

鸡蛋 jīdàn  egg 

菜 cài  dish 

比萨饼 bǐsàbǐng  Pizza 

水果 shuǐguǒ  fruit 

巧克力 qiǎokèlì  chocolate 

冰淇凌 bīng qí líng Ice cream 

 

 

Drink 

水 Shuǐ  water 

茶 chá  tea 

果汁 guǒzhī  fruit juice 

牛奶 niúnǎi  milk 

咖啡 kāfēi coffee 

 
Daily Meal 

吃 Chī  eat 

喝 hē  drink 

早饭 zǎofàn  breakfast 

早上 zǎoshang  morning 

午饭 wǔfàn  lunch 

晚饭 wǎnfàn  dinner 

晚上 wǎnshàng at night 

杯 nǚ xué sheng   female student 

碗 zài  at 

想 bān  class 

饭馆 zhōng guó  China 
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Todo sobre mi vida– All about my life
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na x nb = na+b na ÷ nb = na-b

(na)b = naxb

Spring 1 – Maths Year 8 KO x1-y1 – Algebraic Techniques

Brackets, equations and 
inequalities

Indices

Forming algebraic expressions
5 more than k = k + 5
5 less than k = k – 5
k less than 5 = 5 – k
5 lots of k = 5k
Expanding over a single bracket:
3(2𝑥𝑥 + 5) = 6𝑥𝑥 + 15

Multiple single brackets:

15a + 6 + 8a + 12 = 23a + 18
Factorising (the inverse of expand):
12a + 8b = 4(3a + 2b)

Expanding pairs of binomials

Solve equations with brackets

Key word Definition
Expression 2a + 4, 3b2 + 2b and 5(c + 4) are all 

expressions
Simplify Reduce the complexity of something
Term One part of an expression
Coefficient The constant before a variable
Substitute To exchange a variable for a given value
Solve Find the value of the unknown
Directed With a given positive or negative value
Expand Remove the brackets by finding products
Identity A mathematical statement
Factorise Put the brackets back in by finding a common 

factor (the inverse operation to expand)
Like terms Terms with the same variable to the same 

power
Binomial An algebraic expression with 2 terms
Quadratic Where the highest power of the variable is 2
Equation A mathematical statement where one 

expression equals another
Unknown Something we don’t know the value of
Inequality < , > ,≤ o𝑟𝑟 ≥
Solution set All possible solutions listed
Balance What we do the make sure both sides of an 

equation remain equivalent
Index/indices The power a variable is raised to
Numerator The top part of a fraction
Denominator The bottom part of a fraction
Base In 28, 2 is the base
Exponent In 28, 8 is the exponent
Term-to-term rule What you do to get the next term in a 

sequence
Common difference What you +/- to get the next term in a linear 

sequence
Fibonacci A se
Linear/Non-linear Linear sequences go up/down in fixed 

amounts
nth term A rule to generate terms in a sequence from 

their position
Position The position of the 1st term in a sequence is 1

Solve equations with 
unknowns on both sides
5y = 3y + 15

2y = 15
y = 7.5

Sequences 

6a             ab          2ab          6ab

12t3 x 3t2 = 36t5

=4a                =5a             =6a2/b

These sequences are all linear and 
go up in 4s. If n is the position of 
the term in the sequence, the nth 
term for each is:

If the nth term is n2 + 4, the 10th

term would be 102 + 4 = 104

4n + 2

4n – 3

4n + 5

4n - 2

Index Laws
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Pop Music
Keywords:

Strum: To strum is to use your thumb or fingers to pluck all of the strings on your ukulele/guitar at the same time. 
Tune: In order for our instrument to sound at it’s best, and the same as everyone else, we tune it to it’s set of notes with a tuner, or by ear. For ukuleles, we tune the strings from top to 
bottom: G C E A.
Chord: A chord is usually three or more notes, played together at the same time, as a basis of harmony.
Rhythm: Rhythm is what makes music move and flow. Rhythm is made up of sounds and silences. These sounds and silences are put together to form patterns of sound, which are 
repeated to create rhythm.
Pulse: Pulse is a steady beat like a ticking clock or your heartbeat.  You can count how many beats are in a minute to determine the BPM (beats per minute), to measure the speed of 
the pulse. 
Timing: Timing is all about being synchronised with the music or others around you. The ability to keep time is dependent on your internal pulse and listening.
Critical Listening: Critical listening Is listening with intent and purpose, musically analysing the components of a piece.

Kick

Snare

Hi Hat

Matched Grip

Kick

Snare

Hi Hat

Song 1: 
Billie Eilish –
Everything I 

Wanted

Song 2:
Hey Ya! –
Outkast
(Clean)

Song 3:
Taylor Swift 
– Shake It

Off

Song 4: 
Sweet Home 
Alabama –

Lynyrd 
Skynyrd

YouTube Links:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VTqLsyEON
1k

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VxM3FWHr
VGg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VxM3FWHr
VGg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LDCzpvvSvj
Y
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Badminton 
Advanced rules 
Scoring – The side winning a game serves first, at 20 all the side which gains a 2 point lead wins, 
the side winning a rally adds a point to its score. 
Doubles – Serve must cross diagonally, the serve is taken from the right side of the court if score 
it even and left if score is odd, court lines used are the outer side lines and short back line.
Skills and techniques
The overhead clear – This is a defensive shot performed from the rear court. To execute: stand 
side on, raise racket arm behind you in a L position,  non-racket arm is used for aim/accuracy, 
bend knees slightly to push body weight forward, contact he shuttle at its highest points (above 
head), complete full arm swing and follow through. 

Smash shot – This is an attacking shot. To execute: use forehand grip, move quickly towards the 
shuttle, ideally face side on in a strong position, stretch your racket arm as far back as possible, 
raise your none racker arm for balance, contact the shuttle at highest point, Jump as high as you 
can and swing racket forward, the trajectory of the shuttle must be downwards.

Disguised shots – The are used to deceive you opponent and make them think you are playing a 
different shot. These include the drop shot, flick shot and net shot. 

Football
Advanced rules 
Offside - a player is in an offside position if any of their body parts, except the hands and arms, 
are in the opponents' half of the pitch, and closer to the opponents' goal line than both the ball 
and the second-last opponent
Set Play - Is a situation when the ball is returned to open play, following a stoppage (foul or ball 
going out of play). Example of set plays are a corner, free kick, penalty or throw in. 
Cards -Yellow and red cards are used as a means to discipline players for misconduct during the 
game. A yellow card is used to caution players, while a red card results in the player's dismissal 
from the field of play. 
Skills and techniques
Advanced dribbling - There are many variations of dribbling in football used to outwit and 
opponent. The more advanced types of dribbling and turns you will learn include: speed dribble, 
change of pace dribble, cross over dribble, reverse dribble, Cruyff turn, drag back, 
Shooting – Advanced shooting involves being able to adjust shot selection based on your 
opponents positions. These variations may include include finesse shot, power shot, inside of 
foot shot, outside of foot shot, chip shot.

Hockey 
Advanced Rules 
Hockey players can only hit the ball with the flat side of their stick.
The ball cannot go in the air, especially on free hits. This is judged by the discretion of 
the ref. The exception is a shot on goal, as long as there is not a player in the direct line 

of the ball and no one is in harm’s way.
Passing
No matter the position, having accurate passing can lead to crucial plays during a game. 
You may want to work on different styles of passing most commonly found during your 
position. For example, a striker will want to work on a one-touch pass, while a 
midfielder will want to work on passing off the right or left foot.

Flat Stick Tackle
Having a clean flat stick tackle is what every field hockey player should make on the 
field. Committing too early to the tackle and being flat-footed can cause you to make a 
bad tackle, which can result in injury or being carded. Just be patient, wait for the right 
moment, and make sure to keep your stick down to make a clean tackle
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Key terms

Myth A traditional story, typically involving supernatural beings or events.

Proverb A short well known saying giving truth or advice 

Interpretation Explaining the meaning of something

Egocentric Thinking of oneself, without thinking of others

Materialistic Believing that having money and possessions is the most important 
thing in life

Free Expression Having freedom to express your thoughts and beliefs without harm

Narcissism An unrealistic sense of superiority 

Vanity Excessive pride in your own appearance or achievements 

Mount 
Olympus

The highest mountain in Greece

Key terms 

Stewardship The job of supervising or taking care of something

Reincarnation The belief that a living being starts a new life after death

Moral To do with behaviour being right and wrong 

Ahimsa Respect for all living things in Hinduism 

Moral Evil Evil caused by human acts

Natural Evil Evil which no human can be held responsible for

Suffering Pain, hardship or distress

Just Based on what is right or fair

Sacred Earth The idea that the Earth is special and deserves respect 

Key Debates

Stewardship 
and The Earth

• Stewardship considers human activity such as pollution, 
deforestation and climate change. 

• Most people, whether they are religious or not, agree that the 
planet is special and deserving of care and respect. 

• Many religious people would say that the world is sacred, or holy, 
as it has been created by a God or a divine power, and that humans 
are responsible for ensuring it is looked after for future 
generations.

• Christians, Jews and Muslims believe that God made human beings 
stewards of the Earth

• In Hinduism, there is the principle of ahimsa which means non-
harm to other living creatures.

• Buddhists believe the world is all interconnected and that humans 
are not above nature, the environment or animals 

The existence 
of suffering 

• Questions about suffering and evil have always been a big 
challenge for religious believers

• It has caused some people to doubt the existence of God
• Many religions argue that free will explains the existence of moral 

evil
• Buddhism sees suffering an important part of human life
• In Hinduism and Sikhism it is believed that people who suffer less 

lived good lives before they were reincarnated 

POWER & BELIEF
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Energy 
Key facts – Heat and temperature

Energy Energy can be stored in different ways, including: kinetic energy,
internal energy, elastic potential energy, gravitational potential 
energy, electrical energy and magnetic energy

Heat (𝐽𝐽) Heat is a measure of the thermal energy of a substance. Heat energy is 
measured in joules (J)

Temperature (℃) Temperature is a measure of how hot something is. It can be 
measured directly using a thermometer in oC

Conduction Conduction is heat transfer through a solid.  The particles in solids are 
tightly packed and as they are heated the particles gain energy, 
vibrate, and pass the energy to the particles next to them 

Convection Convection is heat transfer in a liquid or gas. Hotter particles are less 
dense, rise to the top of a container, cool and then sink transferring 
heat through the fluid

Radiation Radiation is heat transfer in waves. No particles are required 

Key facts – Particle theory and changes in state
Solids The particles in a solid are arranged in a regular pattern with little 

space between them. The particles are closely packed together and 
can only vibrate about a fixed point. Due to this, solids have a high 
density and a fixed shape and volume.

Liquids The particles are closely together with little space between them. The 
particles can move around each other. This means liquids flow and 
take the shape of their container – they have no fixed shape. However, 
they do have a fixed volume like solids and cannot be compressed.

Gases There are almost no forces between the particles as they have a very 
high kinetic energy. The particles in a gas move randomly and have no 
fixed shape. They can be compressed.

Density How closely packed the particles are in a given area or volume. 
Measured in g/cm3 or kg/m3

Melting When a solid turns into a liquid
Freezing When a liquid turns into a solid
Evaporating When a liquid turns into a gas
Condensing When a gas turns into a liquid 
Boiling point The name for the temperature at which liquid evaporates and turns 

into a gas. This is 100°C for water but can be very different for other 
matter.

Key facts – Calculations and equations
Volume of a regular shape (𝑚𝑚!) 𝑉𝑉 = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 × 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑙𝑙𝑙 × 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑤𝑤𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = 𝑙𝑙𝑤𝑤𝑙

Volume of an irregular shape (𝑚𝑚!) Place the object in a measuring cylinder of water. The volume of water displaced by the object is the same as the volume of the object.

Density (𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙/𝑚𝑚3) Density (kg/m3) = "#$$ (&')
)*+,-. (-") 𝑝𝑝 = -

)

Energy (𝐽𝐽) 𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛 𝐽𝐽 = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙 × 𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤𝑆𝑆 𝑙𝑙𝑀𝑀𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑀𝑀𝑙𝑙
𝐽𝐽
𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙 𝐸𝐸 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

Energy efficiency
𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛 =

𝑈𝑈𝑀𝑀𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈𝑙𝑙 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛 𝑜𝑜𝑈𝑈𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑈𝑈𝑙𝑙
𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑀𝑀𝑙𝑙 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛 𝑤𝑤𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑈𝑈𝑙𝑙
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Year 8 Tick off each time you complete Independent Study using your Knowledge Organiser
Week Beginning

4th January ‘21

Week Beginning

11th January ‘21

Week Beginning

18th January ‘21

Week Beginning

25th January ‘21

Week Beginning

1st February  ‘21

Week Beginning

8th February ‘21

Art

Art – 3D

Business

Computing

Drama

English

Food

Geography

History

ICT - iMedia

MFL - Mandarin

MFL - Spanish

Maths

Music

PE

Power & Belief

Science
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